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1. If the file is already encrypted and is open in any other application, you'll see it on
the top. If the file is not encrypted, NX Free Encrypter will ask you to press "Start
Encrypt" button, then it will open the file in another application. 2. As far as I know,
you don't need to have a special file structure to use it. Just right click on any file or
folder and the "Encrypt / Decrypt" menu item will appear. You can encrypt or
decrypt files, folders, the whole partition. 3. Remember, I didn't pay any money for
this software and I don't want anybody to pay for it! It was created for free use only.
This is not a crack and I don't wanna have bad reputation as a crack tool. Just share
it with your friends and don't give me any money because you think you need it.
Thanks. NX Free Encrypter Version History: 1.08.13.02 - Updated 1.08.12.01 - New
version, solved some problems. 1.07.13.02 - Changed directory structure, improved
GUI. 1.07.12.01 - New version, simplified encryption and decryption and fixed some
bugs. 1.06.13.01 - Improved GUI, added encrypt / decrypt folders. 1.06.12.01 - New
version, encrypt / decrypt folders. 1.05.13.01 - New version, improved GUI, fixed
some bugs. 1.04.13.01 - New version, added folder encryption / decryption.
1.04.12.01 - Improved GUI, fixed some bugs. 1.03.13.01 - Improved GUI. 1.03.12.01
- New version, added "Mouise" theme. 1.02.13.01 - New version, simplified
encryption / decryption and fixed some bugs. 1.02.12.01 - New version, added
"Mouise" theme. 1.01.13.01 - New version, fixed some bugs. 1.01.12.01 - New
version, fixed bugs. 1.01.11.01 - New version, added "Mouise" theme. 1.01.10.01 -
New version, added "Mouise" theme. 1.01.09.01
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* Encrypt files and folders * Designed to work with custom passwords * Encrypted
filenames are fully compatible with Windows NX Free Encrypter Compatibility: *
Supported ISO CD & DVD images * Supported Windows PE (system partition)
images * Supported Linux (32-bit) images * Supported Windows (32-bit) images *
Supported Linux (64-bit) images NX Free Encrypter is easy to use and very intuitive.
It doesn't require any previous knowledge or settings, right after installation, you're
ready to go and encrypt files! Use a Password (Optional) To encrypt files with
password (optional) just tick the "Add a password to be used for this encryption"
checkbox. To decrypt files just enter the correct password. Size of encrypted files
will be calculated automatically. If you wish to encrypt specific files with specific
size, you can just tick the corresponding checkbox. Encrypted files will be saved in
the directory you choose. NX Free Encrypter Changelog: * Version 1.10 released: *
Added support for Windows 10 Creators Update. * Included few fixes and
improvements. * Fixed small bug (known since 1.9.4 version). * Improved AES 256-
bit encryption (performance improved). * Fixed possible crashes in some cases. *
Changed interface a bit. * CNET article about NX Free Encrypter (CNET's Tech
Forum). Version 1.9.5 released: * Fixed some minor bugs. Version 1.9.4 released: *
Added AES-256bit encryption. * Added certificate support (system will be asked to
import a certificate). Version 1.9.3 released: * Added option to save new encrypted
files to another location. * Included some small bug fixes. * Fixed minor text
rendering bug. Version 1.9.2 released: * Fixed bugs and small improvements. *
Included XOR and XOR+AES encryption methods. * Added option to save new
encrypted files to another location. * Improved text rendering a bit. * Several minor
improvements and fixes. * Improved portability a bit. Version 1.9.1 released: * Fixed
bug in PID auto
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What's New In NX Free Encrypter?

NX Free Encrypter is a small utility designed to quickly encrypt files and folders. It
was created for users who don't wanna know and understand how encrypters are
working. After installation, right click on the folder you want to encrypt. You'll see
the "Encrypt / Decrypt" menu item. Just one click and your data is encrypted! Small
(156KB) and simple. This tool is useful if you need to encrypt files, folders, email
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attachments and any other type of files for backup purposes. NX Free Encrypter is
very easy to use, just encrypt or decrypt one or multiple folders or files in the
storage by right clicking on them and choosing "Encrypt" or "Decrypt". What's in
this version: V.1.5 - Now supports different file name case or no case when creating
the encrypter or decrypter V.1.4 - Now supports creating the encrypter or decrypter
without double clicking on the folder containing the files to encrypt or decrypt V.1.3
- Now supports to encrypt large number of files by selecting multiple folders at once
(you can also choose to encrypt the selected folder with a password, the folder is
only encrypted for files if there's a password). V.1.2 - Now supports to decrypt large
number of files by selecting multiple folders at once (you can also choose to decrypt
the selected folder with a password, the folder is only decrypted for files if there's a
password). V.1.1 - Now supports to encrypt or decrypt files by selecting multiple
files at once (you can also choose to encrypt the selected file or folder or decrypt the
selected file or folder). V.1.0 - Now supports to encrypt or decrypt files by selecting
multiple files at once (you can also choose to encrypt the selected file or folder or
decrypt the selected file or folder). Mac OS X Decrypter can now decrypt files
encrypted by MacOSX Encrypter. Use MacOSX Encrypter to encrypt files for your
Mac. MacOSX Encrypter is a small application designed to quickly encrypt files for
backup purposes. After installation, you can encrypt any files or folders by right
clicking on them and choosing "Encrypt". * Please note: MacOSX Encrypter is not
able to decryt files which were previously encrypted with other software. So you're
not able to decrypt files encrypted with MacOSX Encrypter with MacOSX Decrypter.
MacOSX Encrypter will only decryt files encrypted with MacOSX Encrypter. *
MacOSX Encrypter is still not yet released. MacOSX Decrypter Description:
MacOSX Decrypter can now decrypt files encrypted by MacOSX Encrypter.



System Requirements:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 Processor: Intel Pentium4 or higher
processor (i3 or later) RAM: Minimum 1 GB of RAM DirectX: Version 9.0c Storage:
18 GB available space on the hard drive Network: Broadband Internet connection
Additional Notes: We recommend using a dual core processor or more. Minimum:
Recommended: Processor: Intel Pentium4 or higher processor (i3 or later
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